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the idyllic surroundings of camden park, 
situated on the old macarthur stanham 
property in camden, provided the perfect 
bucolic backdrop for a memorable 
day of cricket with our professional 
counterparts. the solicitors, drawing on 
their deep reserves of talent, responded 
enthusiastically to the invitation to revive 
this once annual fixture. likewise, the 
barristers keenly embraced the challenge 
and mustered a side boasting a balanced 
mix of youth and experience.

on a picture perfect day, the solicitors 
won the toss and chose, without 
hesitation, to bat first. 

it was apparent from the very first that 
fielding would be tough going in the heat 
and effort would be required to build 
pressure and contain runs. A solid opening 
stand of 39 by the solicitors (prince/
martin) was tempered by an excellent 
opening spell of bowling from eastman 
and taylor, who bowled with purpose, 
pace and accuracy. Both bowlers were 
frugal and yet also unlucky not to have 
broken the solicitors’ resolute opening 
partnership.

At the 14th over with the score on 39, chin 
and Allen were introduced into the attack. 
A breakthrough soon followed with chin, 
returning from his last-ball heroics against 
Queensland last year, trapping martin on 
the crease lBW. Both bowlers worked well 
in tandem, bowling with variation and 
economy. chin soon had another when 
eastman pouched a very sharp chance at 
short cover to remove lee.

drinks were called at the 20 over mark and 
the barristers had successfully contained 
the solicitors to 2-56.

in the second stanza of play, the solicitors 
showed more intent with prince, crocker 
and schoeffer all making valuable 
contributions. Bilinsky yorked the defiant 
prince for 40 with the score on 86 before 
chin claimed another (crocker), this time 
stumped to take his figures to 3/30 (9). 
spirited bowling and fielding remained a 
feature of the barristers’ play but a strong 
middle order performance from the 

solicitors lifted their total to a competitive 
6-161 off the allotted 40 overs.

After lunch, the barristers opened up 
with steele and Bell sc, who enjoyed a 
respectable opening stand of 20 against 
some determined bowling from Heap and 
Kembrey. After some characteristic fight, 
steele (11) unluckily gloved a bouncer 
through to the keeper, followed soon after 
by the redoubtable Bell sc, who fell to a 
smartly disguised slower ball.

Another wicket soon followed and when 
Allen tickled one through to the keeper, 
the barristers’ batting was looking as 
exposed as the gentlemen bathers at lady 
Jane beach. score: 4 for 28.

Bilinsky and roberts (legitimately co-opted 
into the team as an honorary barrister for 
his part in the invincibles tour of Hong 
Kong in 2006) then set about the task 
of rebuilding the barristers’ innings. A 
determined partnership of 79 ensued, 
helped in part by some erratic bowling 
from the solicitors’ change bowlers.

However, with the equation to win 
standing at only 5 an over off the last 
10, momentum suddenly shifted back 
in favour of the solicitors. Against the 
run of play, Bilinsky (20) was caught and 
bowled attempting to drive the left arm 
orthodox of prince, chin snicked an early 
offering from schoeffer and roberts (40) 

succumbed trying to hit over the top. 

As is often the case, the lower order was 
subsequently left with the unenviable task 
of hitting out under increasing pressure. 
neil sc and the evergreen Hodgson were 
nonetheless equal to the task, the former 
displaying some aggressive strokeplay and 
the latter some surprisingly fast running 
between the wickets.

However, when neil sc attempted one 
ambitious shot too many [see inset] and 
Hodgson was caught short of his ground 
attempting another cheeky single, it 
appeared that the barristers would likely 
be 25 runs short of the target.

And yet hope had not entirely dissipated. 
new recruit, taylor (14), and the reliable 
eastman staged a surprising volte face, with 
some lusty hitting by taylor in the last over 
giving the barristers some small chance of 
snatching victory from the jaws of defeat. 
Alas, however, it was not to be as taylor 
was cleaned up by Heinrich in the last over 
with 12 runs still needed.

congratulations must go to the solicitors 
for a deserved win. cricket was, of course, 
the true winner. this was a game played 
in the best of spirits, competitive but 
assuredly friendly, and certainly in one 
of the most picturesque rural settings in 
Australia.
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Neil SC bowled ‘neck and crop’!


